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Abstract - The high system capacity requirement of the 5G can be satisfied with the use of Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 
(NOMA) technology as a multiple access scheme. NOMA increase the spectral efficiency by providing simultaneous 
transmission of multiple users at the same radio resource at the transmitter and employing more sophisticated signal 
processing techniques at the receiver such as successive interference cancellation (SIC). The user group selection is one of 
the important elements that affect the performance of NOMA. In this paper, the Genetic Algorithm approach is proposed to 
determine the user pair selection for multi-user NOMA Downlink System. The proposed GA scheme finds a reasonable 
solution for any underlying objective as long as setting the fitness function properly. The simulation results demonstrate that 
the GA approach is a powerful method to reach target objectives. When the search space increases, a slight degradation of 

GA performance is observed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this century, wireless mobile communication 

becomes critical since Internet of Things (IoT) with 

many mobile devices needs to be communicated with 

a minimum latency. For the cellular communication, 

mobile terminals are connected with base stations 

(BSs).  The uplink communication take place from 

mobile terminals of BSs while the downlink 

communication from BSs to the terminals. As the 
number of mobile users and services increases, more 

capacity is required to satisfy the quality of service 

requirements of 5G. One of the technologies that aim 

to increase the mobile network capacity is non-

orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). In traditional 

orthogonal multiple access (OMA), radio resources 

are allocated orthogonally either in time or frequency 

or code spaces. Sharing the same time and frequency 

resource with different power levels is the main idea 

behind the NOMA technology which is a candidate 

multiple access scheme for 5G standards [1]. Power 

domain multiplexing at the transmitter and signal 
separation at the receiver using successive 

interference cancellation (SIC) are key elements of 

NOMA. The transmitter can be determined power 

level NOMA pairs and NOMA user pair selection 

based on users’ Signal-to-Noise-Ratios (SNRs). At 

the receiver side, SIC is performed to remove the 

interference signals. In addition, power allocation can 

affect the performance of the NOMA such that some 

users may not communicate if power allocation is not 

done properly. Resource block (RB) is the minimum 

resource element that can be allocated to the users at 
BS. Determining which users are grouped as NOMA 

pair within each sub-band is another key factor 

affecting the performance. In this paper, we focus on 

NOMA user pair selection problem. It is presented in 

previous studies that NOMA can provide about 30% 

higher performance than OMA [1][2]. However, if 

the multiple users occupying the same time and 

frequency resource in NOMA are not carefully 

selected, the system performance may be severely 

degraded because of the interference effect. The 

channel quality of a user is an important metric to 

determine the NOMA user pairing such that it is 

shown that the performance gain of NOMA over 

OMA can be significantly improved if users whose 

channel conditions are more distinctive are selected 
as a pair [3]. 

 

There are several studies in the literature that propose 

different approaches for NOMA downlink user 

grouping [4] [5]. In this paper, we propose to utilize 

genetic algorithm (GA) to perform user pairing for 

OFDM based NOMA downlink systems. GA is a 

powerful meta-heuristic to explore a huge search 

space when there is no polynomial time solution.  

Furthermore, the same GA approach can be used to 

find a reasonable solution for any underlying 

objective function as long as the corresponding 
fitness function is set. We employ two different 

objectives as the GA fitness function: the first one 

maximizes the total system throughput while the 

second one maximizes the system fairness. The 

simulations are performed to evaluate the 

performance of the GA approach under different 

scenarios, where there is a base station at the center 

of rectangular area for 2 km by 2 km. Users are 

randomly distributed over this area.  The results 

demonstrate that the GA tool can be successfully used 

to converge the desired objectives within a reasonable 
time. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

The system model describing NOMA concept is 

presented in Section 2. In section 3, GA based on 

NOMA user pairing algorithm is presented. 
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Simulation experiments and results are provided in 

Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

The main concept of NOMA with SIC is shown in 

Figure 1. There are two users that are at the same 

bandwidth with separate power levels. It is assumed 

that the near user has better channel quality than the 

far user. BS stands for a base station that transmitting 

the signals of UE1 and UE2 at the same time. Lower 

power is allocated to user with high SINR (i.e. near 

user). In this case, signal of UE1 has low power level 

than signal of UE2. First of all, signal of UE1 and 
UE2 are encoded by applying SC process. Then, it is 

assumed that UE1 as a near user can first decode the 

signal of UE2 from the received total signal by 

applying SIC process. After that, UE1 can decode its 

own signal by removing the decoded signal of UE2. 

Even though the signal of UE2 interferes with the 

signal of UE1, UE2 can still decode its own signal. 

 

 
Figure1.  Basic NOMA with SIC for two UE receivers in 

downlink 

 

For the NOMA example in Figure 1, the transmitted 
signal x is the sum of x1 = √p1.S1 and x2 = √p2.S2, 

where S1 and S2 represent signals to be transmitted to 

UE1 and UE2 at the BS while p1 and p2 are power 

levels of s1 and s2, respectively. At the receiver side, 

r1 = r11 + r12 and r2 = r21 + r22 represent the received 

signals while h1 and h2are the channel response for 

UE1 and UE2, respectively. Finally, w1 and w2 

represent the channel noise for UE1 and UE2, 

respectively. UE1 first employs an SIC process to 

remove r12 from r1 so that r11 can be successfully 

decoded. For the error-free SIC process and the 
transmission bandwidth of 1 Hz, R1 and R2 represent 

throughputs of UE1 and UE2, respectively: 

 

R1 k = log2  1 +
p1 k  h1 k  2

w1 k 
                  (1) 

 

 R2 k = log2  1 +
p2 k  h2 k  2

p1 k  h2 k  2+w2 k 
  

 

The general form of the throughput for a random user 

n at the subcarrier k is: 
 

Rn k = log2  1 +
pn  k  hn  k  2

 pi k  hn  k  2+wn  k n−1
i=1

   (2) 

s. t.  
 hn k  2

wn k 
>

 hn+1 k  2

wn+1 k 
 

In this study, our purpose is to maximize the total 

throughputs in a cell when NOMA technology is 
used. Towards getting this purpose, one should 

clearly identify the resource allocation map in each 

subcarrier that need an extended search area. The 

optimum resource allocation yielding the maximum 

total throughput can be explained as follows: 

 

Rn =  Rn k M
k=1            (3) 

M, Rn(k), and Rn represent the number of resource 

blocks, the throughput of kth user, and  the total 

system  throughput, respectively. Our second purpose 

is to maximize Jain’s fairness index in a cell when 

NOMA technology is used. To do this, one should 

decide that all users should have similar throughput in 

network. Namely, users with low SNR should be 

allocated to resource map more than users with high 

SNR so that total throughput of each users are 

similar. Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) is determined by 
(4). 

JFI =
( xi

n
i=1 )2

n. xi
2n

i=1
                          (4) 

where n, xi is number of users and total throughput of 

ith user in all resource blocks, respectively. 

 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED USER 

PAIRING FOR NOMA 

 

Genetic Algorithm (GA), which is inspired by the 

“survival-of-the-fittest” principle, is a population 

based meta-heuristic providing a powerful way for 

exploring the search space in complex optimization 

problems. In this study, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

approach for user pairing at NOMA Downlink 
systems is presented. The GA tool of the MATLAB 

optimization tool is employed in this study and the 

flow chart of a GA is shown in Figure 2 [7]. The 

algorithm starts with the generation of the initial 

population (candidate solutions). Then the fitness 

value of each individual at the population is 

calculated according to the fitness function. The 

search diversity is provided by the cross-over and the 

mutation operations from the selected parents at each 

generation. The produced offspring and mutants form 

the new generation. These processes continue until 
the stopping criteria is met. In this study two different 

objectives maximizing the total system throughput 

and maximizing system fairness are satisfied with 

their corresponding fitness functions and details are 

provided in the sub-section 3.3. Genetic algorithm is 

a method to solve optimization problems. 

Optimization problems may be unconstrained or 

constrained. It is based upon natural selection. 

Natural selection is the process that drives biological 

selection. It revises the population of solution 

separately. It selects individuals randomly from 
current population to get parents in every step. The 

genetic algorithm uses them for producing children 
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for the next generation. The population is getting 

evolved toward an optimal solution. There are 3 main 
types of rules to obtain next generation for the genetic 

algorithm.  First is selection rule. It selects the 

individuals that will be parents for population of the 

next generations. Second is crossover rule. It 

combines two parents to form children that they will 

be parents for next generation. Third is Mutation rule. 

It changes individual parents randomly to form 

children. In fact, the genetic algorithm does some 

changes to increase diversity. Thereby, chromosome 
changes with crossover or mutation. There is also 

elite child that doesn’t change in next generation. 

Namely, elite children exists in every generation. The 

genetic algorithm can be applied to many 

optimization problems that doesn’t make suitable 

well for standard optimization algorithms. 

 

 
Figure 2. Work flow of genetic algorithm for matlab 

 

3.1. Chromosome Structure and Initialization 

 

 
Figure 3. Chromosome structure 

 

Each solution sets for problem is called as 

chromosome (it is also known as individual). Each 

element on each chromosome is known as gene (It is 

also called as individual). Population consists of 

many chromosomes. For example, if population size 

is 40 and an amount of variables in fitness function 

(amount of genes in each chromosome) is 3, 

population matrice is 40-by-3 matrix. There are 120 
genes inside population. In Figure 3, an example 

chromosome submitting an allocation map solution 

for NOMA-OMA system having 10 allocation blocks 

when the maximum number of user per subcarrier, 

Nmax, the number of users, U, and the number of 

subcarriers, Mare set to 2, 10, and 5, respectively. 

Each chromosome has 10 genes and each gene 

corresponds to an allocation block. The allocation of 

a resource block tousers is shown with a user id (e.g., 

UE1,UE2,...,UE10). K individualsare arbitrarily 

created at the initialization phase, then update and 
selection processes are done repeatedly at the main 

loopuntil the stopping criteria is supplied. Some 

important default options values are in Table 1. 

 

Parameter Value 

Creation Fcn @gacreationuniform 

Crossover 

Fcn 
@crossoverscattered 

Crossover 

Fraction 
0.8000 

Elite Count '0.05*Population Size' 

Max 

Generations 
'100*number Of Variables' 

Max Stall 

Generations 
50 

Max Stall 

Time 
Inf 

Max Time Inf 

Mutation Fcn {@mutationgaussian  [1]  [1]} 

Population 

Size 

'50 when number Of 

Variables<= 5, else 200' 

Population 

Type 
'double Vector' 

Selection Fcn @selectionstochunif 
Table 1.  Some default options parameters for genetic 

algorithm. 
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Some parameters in Table 1 is changed to increase 

performance of GA in simulations. To do this, fitness 
function is selected as total throughput with 5 Watts, 

30 Users, 20 Resource Blocks and 1 TTI. First of all, 

stopping criteria is set. One of the most important 

stopping criterias is Maximum generations. By the 

way, other stopping criterias are disabled to see effect 

of tested stopping criteria. After 450th generation, 

total throughput is stable. Therefore, it doesn’t have 

to be calculated until '100*number Of Variables'. 

Then, it is calculated when crossover fraction is 0.6, 

0.7, 0.8 and 0.9.  Maximum total throughput is 

obtained when it is  0.9 because crossover increases 

diversity and best value increases. For Elite count, it 
is determined for 5, 10, 15 and 20 percent of 

population size. Elite size shouldn’t be so much 

because diversity decreases in this case. Thereby, best 

value that it finds may not be really best value for 

fitness function. Namely, increasing amount of 

invariable chromosomes decreases diversity. Hence, 

the best is for 5 percent of population size. For 

mutation function, it is determined for Gaussian and 

Uniform functions. The best is at uniform function 

with rate is 0.1. As a result, genetic algorithm is set 

above values to reduce computational load and 
increase performance of it. Other options remain as 

default. 

 

3.2. Cross-over and Mutation Operations 

 

The GA tries many combinations to find best value. 

Therefore, the GA uses current population to generate 

children for next generation. Any 2 chromosomes 

inside population change with their particular genes. 

In each iteration, another genes of chromosomes are 

changed and generated new chromosomes for next 

population. As the number of cross-over increases, 
diversity will be increased. Thereby, calculated best 

value for the GA increases. Cross-over process of any 

2 chromosomes is illustrated in Figure 4. Figure is 

taken from documentation of matlab GA directly. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cross-over operation of any 2 chromosomes 

 

 
Figure 5. Mutation of genes in chromosome 

 

The GA changes gene of chromosome randomly to 

increase diversity for mutation. Any genes may 

change with respect to some functions. The GA does 

this changes to find better fitness value.  Mutation is 
shown in Figure 5. Figure is taken from 

documentation of matlab GA. 

 

3.3. Fitness Function 

 

Fitness function is our problem that GA tries to find 

best value. Parameters of fitness function is evaluated 

as genes in a chromosome for the GA. Value of 

fitness function for any values of genes is called as 

fitness value. The GA works many iterations to find 

better fitness value. The GA formatlab calculates 

value of fitness function as it is minimized. In this 
study, fitness function is to calculate both total 

throughput and Jain’s fairness index. Total 

throughput should be maximized. Thus, fitness 

function is multiplied by -1 to find maximum 

throughput value when chromosome structure is 

explained before. 

 

Maximizing Total System Throughput Objective:  
 

In this section, maximizing total throughput is 

supplied by both during increasing number of users 
with constant RB and during increasing number of 

RBs with constant user. When there are 20 RBs, total 

throughput on all RBs is tried to be maximized by the 

genetic algorithm while number of user is increasing. 

It minimizes value of the fitness function that is 

problem itself. Therefore, fitness function is 

multiplied by -1. Namely, it maximizes fitness 

function which is for maximizing it. X is solution 

vector. Thereby, elements of X are elements of fitness 

function. X implies RBs that users will be allocated 

them for this study. X matrice is 2 by 20 (Number of 

RB) such that users are allocated RBs (RB is each 
column at X matrice) and then total throughput is 

calculated. Similarly, when there are 20 users, total 

throughput on all RBs is tried to be maximized by the 

genetic algorithm while number of RB is increasing. 

Dimension of X matrice depends on amount of RB. 

Then, Total throughput is calculated with varying 

number of RB. 

 

Maximizing System Fairness Objective:  
 

Maximizing JFI is supplied again by both during 
increasing number of users with constant RB and 

during increasing number of RBs with constant user. 

X matrice is again 2 by number of RB. However, JFI 

is output of fitness function instead of total 

throughput. 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Randomly distributed user location in a cell is used 

for the simulations. The maximum iterations of 500 is 

selected for stopping criteria. The rest of the 

simulation parameters are given in Table 1. 
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Parameter Value 

Path loss exponent 4 

Transmit power 5 Watt 

Received noise density -174 dBm/Hz 

Shadowing standart 

deviation 
Lognormal with 8dB 

Rectangular cell 2 km by 2 km 

Population size 100 

Crossover rate 0.9 

Mutation function Uniform with rate=0.1 

Elite count 5 
Table 1.  Simulation Parameters. 

 

We compare proposed GA based algorithm with 
different resource allocation algorithms such as 

NOMA 1, NOMA 2, NOMA 3, OMA Round Robin 

(OMA-RR) and OMA best channel quality indicator 

(OMA-best-CQI). We define as follows: In NOMA 1, 

all users are allocated to RBs without considering 

their SNRs. In NOMA 2, SNR of users are sorted and 

separated 2 parts equally. Users are allocated to RBs 

such that first user of first part and first user of 

second part generates first RB.  Then, second user of 

first part and second user of second part generates 

second RB and so on. After that, total throughput is 
calculated. In NOMA 3, SNRs of users are sorted. 

After that, they allocate RB’s 2 by 2. In OMA-RR, 

users are assigned to allocation map in circular order. 

Namely, SNR of users are not important. In this way, 

many users may have RB. In OMA best CQI, user 

with the highest SNR allocates all RBs, GA for 

maximizing total throughput and GA for maximizing 

JFI.  GA parameters are set as shown in Table 1. In 

theory, OMA best CQI should be maximum 

throughput because users with the highest SNR is 

allocated to all RBs. Total throughput vs. Number of 

RB is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6.  Total Throughput Analysis when Number of 

user=20, TTI=10 

 

It is clearly seen that when number of RB increases, 

total throughput also increases. In Figure 6, the 

closest to the best state is GA for maximum 
throughput. GA is better than OMA and NOMA with 

revised options parameters explained above. Because 

GA tries to find best allocations to RBs as maximum 

throughput by doing many combinations. On the 

other hand, calculating way for OMA and 3 cases for 

NOMA is definite as explained above. Total 

throughput for NOMA 2 is significantly larger better 

than other NOMAs and OMA because distinguishing 

users according to their SNRs is really better than 

others when calculating ways of them are considered 
as shown in Table 1. Total throughput sometimes 

decreases because of the fact that users with lower 

SNRs are allocated to new RBs. Sometimes, 

performance of OMA is better than NOMA 1. If 

above scenario is run again, it may happen because 

OMA is better than NOMA when users can’t be 

distinguished so much on NOMA. The JFI results for 

different resource allocation methods is shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Jain’s Fairness Index Analysis when Number of 

user=20, TTI=10 

 

In Figure 7, best JFI is of course at GA for 

maximizing JFI as its name. Second best is for OMA 
because fairness will be high when users are allocated 

to RBs without looking their SNRs. If SNR 

difference between users are so much, it will fall to 

level of NOMA.  Namely, SNR differences between 

users increases, JFI for OMA also decreases. The 

worst JFI is at OMA best CQI because all RBs are 

allocated user with the best SNR. The second worst is 

GA Max Throughput because it tries to allocate RBs 

with the best ones. However, its performance it not as 

high as OMA best CQI. On the other hand, OMA best 

CQI is the best allocation. Therefore, it is the lowest 

on JFI. NOMA 1, 2 and 3 are between OMA best 
CQI and OMA because it is not so high fairness as 

users with low SNRs are usually allocated to RBs and 

it is not so little as all RBs is allocated users with the 

highest SNR. Total throughput while Number of 

users varying is plotted in Figure 8.  It is again for 7 

cases mentioned above. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Total Throughput Analysis when Number of RB=20, 

TTI=10 

 

In Figure 8, total throughput generally increases for 

GA max th even though number of users increases. It 

means that SNR of new added users to network 

during every increment of number of users is higher 

than average of SNRs of the users that is already 

exists on network. However, performance of GA is 

not well because GA are not able to evaluate so much 

with new added users while number of users is 
increasing. Therefore, GA parameters must set to 
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better than current. For NOMA 2 and NOMA 3, total 

throughput decreases because number of user is 
increasing with same amount of RBs. The JFI results 

for different resource allocation methods is shown in 

Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Jain’s Fairness Index Analysis when Number of 

RB=20, TTI=10 

 

GA Max JFI decreases as number of UE increases. 

Normally, GA is not enough to maximize JFI because 

even though GA parameters are set as explained 

before, it is not enough. Population size or crossover 

fraction may be higher than current values. JFI for 

GA Max th and OMA best CQI decreases as number 
of UE increases. NOMA is between OMA and GA 

Max th as expected. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) based user 

pairing algorithm is proposed for NOMA-OFDM 

downlink systems. As user pairing is one of the key 

process that effect the system performance, the 

proposed method provides a reasonable solution for 

any objective by setting a proper fitness function of 

GA. Two different objectives for GA is presented: the 
first one maximizes the total system throughput while 

the second one maximizes the system fairness. 

Simulation results show that the GA provides better 

performance when the search space is relatively 
small. The GA performance decreases when the 

search space increases. Future work will study GA 

based resource allocation for the dynamic network 

conditions such as mobility of user terminals and 

handover. 
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